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BAR BRIEFS
THE FORGOTTEN MAN
Mr. Earle L. Shaw, Denver lawyer, in October issue of Dieta,
answers the question, "Who is the forgotten man?" from which we
quote excerpts:
"Who is the forgotten man? What with chain grocery stores, chain
drug stores, chain wallpaper and paint companies, chain hardware stores,
holding companies, the City and County and State and Federal Depart-
ments all practicing the ancient and profound legibus solutus-and
without license-who is the forgotten man? .. .
"Divorce business has gone commercial on a grandiose scale in
Reno and in Mexico; criminal law lies in the hands of a few bombastic,
arm-swinging, racketeering shysters; abstracts and trust deeds are now
read by Guaranty and Real Estate Companies and a Federal Govern-
ment with set fees for the perusal thereof; bankruptcy practice finds
its dictator in a Federal Staff with the last vestige of a fee given a
depression cut; insurance practice has become standardized by well-
paid, scientific managers and adjusters; claim adjustments and damage
suits are now basically governed by the political entity known as the
State, which with its Workmen's Compensation Acts, its Industrial
Commission Acts and Child Labor Acts make of the duly qualified
attorney a mere automaton; a commercial practice finds itself in the
hands of Agencies which practice without license before the J. P. and
Municipal Courts; trust and estate work is taken by an obsolete institu-
tion known as a bank, which institution by the same token of shady
confidence, tends to govern and administer the Negotiable Instruments
business....
"Time was when a bank gained the confidence of its patrons by
dealing with their monies exclusively; now they mislead a. long-suffering
public by handling everything from bolts to battleships. Banks have
destroyed the personal equation in making wills, they have reduced
character to a stereotyped form, ever placing the Trust Clause paramount
in documentary testatorship; once they held the confidence of the
people, now the Government is hot on their tail for alleged spurious
practices....
"Once a Federal Government remained within its constitutional
powers; now it practices law for its own good-will through multitudinous
bureaucratic departments. Once a corporation welded steel ingots into
wire and rail; now it maintains its regal seat in the Nation's Business
by a strong, unlicensed lobby of legal chicanery. Once champerty and
barratry were outlaws under legal ethics; now commercial agencies
flaunt their banner of exclusiveness full in the face of a disgruntled
but powerless Judiciary. Once a young man labored hard in grade, high
and college institution for a degree which would entitle him to appear
before an inquisitorial court of judgment, there to be culled and curried
for appearance before the Jealous Mistress; now that worthy patron
of the legal arts is condemned by numerous groups of business buc-
caneers who, though they know not the difference between equity and
law, practice the documentary rituals with avidity. Why not let the
man learned in his own sphere practice there? Return unto him that
which is his also. Remember the Real Forgotten Man."
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